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Important information regarding the 2019
All-State String Audition Materials
Our 2019 All-State Music Festival orchestra director is David Barg, Igniting Response,
LLC, Artistic Director
Symphony No. 1. Movement IV by Gustav Mahler
1)

The tempos within the excerpts should all be observed. Please note the tempo details
on the next page.

2)

The bowings within the excerpts should all be observed.

3)

While there are some suggested fingerings in the parts, students may use
fingerings that work best for them.

4)

Play the top line for all divisi sections.

5)

Play both notes for any double stops not marked divisi.

6)

8va must be played an octave higher.

7)

Multiple rests of 3 or more do not need to be counted out.

8)

We have worked to produce accurate excerpts. However, if any corrections to the
excerpts need to be made, corrections will be posted on the IHSMA web site.
Please check the web site periodically. The link to the web site is www.ihsma.org

9)

Any questions concerning the 2019 All-State excerpts should be directed to the
Iowa All-State Orchestra Chair, Mary Kay Polashek: mkepolashek@msn.com

10) Please be sure to carefully read the orchestra audition guidelines on the IHSMA
web site for scale tempos, guidelines for registering to audition, and any other
information you may need for this year’s audition.
11) Best wishes on your preparation for auditions on Saturday, October 26, 2019.
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Instructions from All-State Orchestra conductor David Barg:

Mahler Symphony No. I Movement IV
In many passages, there are too many minor tempo changes to assign metronome markings.
The markings at the beginning of these sections give the prevailing tempo.
The gaps between rehearsal numbers are intentional.
The tempi will, of course, vary in rehearsal and concert, but these tempi are close.

4th Movement
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Metronome Marking
In 2; half = 92
In 2; half = 106
In 2; half = 72
In 2; half = 69
In 2; half = 66
In 2; half = 112
In 4; quarter = preceding half
In 2; half = preceding quarter
In 2; half = 102
In 2; half = 92

2019 All-State Audition Viola Excerpts

All excerpts are from Mahler Symphony #1, Mvmt. IV
Viola Excerpt 1
Conducted in 2 beginning to rehearsal 6, half note = 92. At rehearsal 6, the tempo is half note = 106. Excerpt
begins with a down bow. For the audition, at measure 20 count the four measures of rest as one measure.

2019 All-State Audition Viola Excerpts
Viola Excerpt 2
Half note = 106. The excerpt begins on the left page of the sheet music. Measure 145 is at the top of the right
side page.

2019 All-State Audition Viola Excerpts
Viola Excerpt 3
The excerpt begins with half note = 69. At rehearsal 19, half note = 66.

Viola Excerpt 4
Half note = 112.
For the audition, at rehearsal 25, disregard the four measures of rest.

2019 All-State Audition Viola Excerpts

Viola Excerpt 5
Half note = 102.
Viola soli.
For the audition, at rehearsal 45, count the 7 measures of rest as one measure.
Count all other rests exactly as printed.

http://www.oregonmahlerfestival.org/German/Glossary%20of%20Terminology%20from%20Mahler%20Sym%20No.%201%20and%20Songs%20of%20a%20Wayfarer1.pdf

Glossary of Terminology from Mahler Symphony No. 1
Frequent terms:

Ausdrucksvoll = espressivo
Dämpfer ab = take off mute
Doppelgriff = play double-stops (for strings)
drängend = pressing forward
dreifach geth[eilt], 3-fach feth. = 3-part divisi
gestopft (gest.) = stopped [horn & trumpets]
Get., geth., getheilt = divisi
Griffbrett; am Griffbrett = on/at the fingerboard
hervortretend (hervortr.) = coming to the fore, emphasized
Mit Dämpfer = with mute
Nicht get. (or geth., or getheilt) = non-divisi
nicht schleppen = don’t drag
nimmt___= takes (switch to)___ (as in switch from flute to piccolo)
offen = open (end brass stoping)
ohne Nachschlage, ohne Nachschl. = without grace-note [i.e. without
the turned ending on a trill]
Schalltrichter auf (Schalltr. auf; Sch. auf, Schalltrichter in die Höhe,
Schalltrichter hoch = bells up
Zart = tender
zurückhalten(d) = holding back or held back [tempo]

4th movement (with rehearsal numbers)
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Stürmisch bewegt = stormily fast
Mit Paukenschlägel (Holz) = with timpani stick (wood)
Den ersten Ton scharf herausgehoben = prominent from the first
note
Offen = open (non-mute) (trumpets)
Trompete im ff doppelt besetzt = first trumpet doubled in ff sections
Mindestens doppelt besetzt = at least doubled (clar. 4)
Sehr gestossen = very pushed, i.e. prominent and blow hard
(woodwinds)
Mit Tellern = “with plates”, i.e. normal crash (not with sticks)
Doppelgriff = play double-stops (viola)
Sharf abgerissen = sharply “ripped”, i.e. heavy short accent
Gest./gestropft = stopped (horn/trumpet)
Offen = open (not stopped)
Dämpfer ab = mutes off
Nehmen gr. Flöten = switch to flute (from piccolo)
3.4. Flöte nehmen 1. u. 2. piccolo = flutes 3 & 4 switch to piccolo 1
&2
Energisch = energetic
Zurückhalten = held back, hold back
Mit grosser Wildheit = with great wildness (agitato)
Etwas zurückhaltend = somewhat held back, hold back
Am Griffbrett äusserst zart, aber ausdrucksvoll = over the
fingerboard, extremely tenderly, but expressive
Etwas Drängend = somewhat urgently
Sehr gesangvoll = very sung [like a sung melody]
Sehr zart = very tenderly
Zurückhalten = held back, hold back
Breit = broad, long
Mit grossem Ton = with great sound (strings) – play out
Fag. Nimmet Contrafag. = bassoon switch to contrabassoon
Am Steg = near the bridge (violins)

Natürlich = normal (no longer near the bridge)
22 Wieder wie am Anfang. Stürmisch bewegt = again like the beginning –
stormily fast
Strich für Strich = stroke for stroke (i.e. on the string)
Gut hervortretened = bring forward, well emphasized
24 Nicht eilen = don’t rush
Zeit lassen = take time (trumpet)
28 Holzinstrumente; Schalltricher in di Höhe = woodwinds bells up
30 zurückhaltend = held back, hold back
33 Vorwärts = forwards (faster)
34 Mit Tellern, klingen lassen = cymbal crash (not suspended), let ring
In Tempo (aber etwas gemässigter) = in tempo but somewhat more
moderate
35 3 fach geth. = 3 way divisi (violins)
37 Sehr zurückhaltend = very held back, hold back
38 Sehr langsam = very slow
39 Sehr zurückhaltend = very held back, hold back
Sehr langsam u. immer noch mehr zurückhaltend = very slow, and
increasingly held back (ritard.)
Mit Dämpfer = with mutes
Aber ausdrucksvoll = but expressive
40 Schleppend = heavy, draggy
Wieder sehr langsam, wie zuvor = again very slow, like before
41 Sehr langsam = very slow
Sehr zart und ausdrucksvoll gesungen = very tender and expressively
sung
zurückhaltend = held back, hold back
42 Sehr breites Alla breve = very broad, alla breve (in 2)
Sehr zart und ausdrucksvoll = very tender and expressive (oboe)
Etwas Drängend = somewhat urgently
Sehr zart betont = very tenderly accented
Wieder zurückhaltend = again held back, hold back
43 Noch breiter als vorher = still broader than before (slower)
49 3.4. Flöte nehmen 1. u. 2. piccolo = flutes 3 & 4 switch to piccolo 1 & 2
Allmählich (unmerklich) etwas zurückhaltend = again held back. Poco a
poco rit.
50 Lang gestrichen = long bows (violins)
51 Anfang der Steigerung! Langsam sterigern! = Beginning of the
buildup/ascent! Slowly grow.
Die T werden allmählich starker und starker bis zum …fp = the
T accents become gradually stronger and stronger until the fp
Immer breiter = always broader (slower)
Schalltrichter in die Höhe = bells up (woodwinds, brass)
52 Wieder vorwärts drängend = again urgently forwards (poco a poco accell.)
Höchste Kraft = maximum power (fffffffff)
53 Vorwärts = move forward (accel)
55 1.Viol. 4 fach geth. = first violins 4-way divisi
56 Triumphal = triumphant
Nicht eilen = don’t rush
60 Hörner Verstärkung unison mit 1. u. 2. Horn = Reinforcing horns play with
first and second horns [stunt horns play either first or second horn parts]
Von hier an nicht mehr breit = from here on not any broader (keep this
tempo, no more slowing)
61 Drängend bis zum Schluss = Urgent until the end

